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INTRODUCTION
Despite the ubiquity of
computers, tablets, smartphones
and software solutions that can
capture all kinds of information,
workplaces are still largely reliant
on paper. Employees continue
to print and use documents on
a frequent and ad hoc basis,
preferring the tried-and-true
reliability of physical copy over
their digital counterparts, and
many organizations, especially
larger ones, persist in using the
same paper-based workflows
and processes they always
have, particularly in documentheavy departments like Human
Resources, Legal and Finance.

that attempt to go completely
paper free and fail are more
likely to backslide into inefficient
processes and workflows than
those who realize that, in
2019, paper is still very much
a necessary—albeit smaller—
component of the modern
workplace.

IT NEEDS TO CHANGE.

THE CHALLENGES TO
PAPER REDUCTION

Relying on paper isn’t just
detrimental to organizational
efficiency, cost-effectiveness and
information security, but when
information contained on paper
is locked away across hundreds
or thousands of disparate paper
documents scattered across
scores of filing cabinets and
storage rooms, harnessing it for
insights or strategic decisionmaking purposes is near
impossible.
The solution, though, is not
to replace paper entirely.
Organizations should seek the
more valuable and realistic goal
of going paper light, as those

The following report considers
the challenges organizations face
and provides practical guidance
on why and how to make the
journey to a paper-light future,
with a focus on security, access
and harnessing the value of
information.

A study conducted by Iron
Mountain and IDG on workplace
transformation found achieving a
paper-lite environment is highly
important for the vast majority
of organizations (86%). But the
main obstacles impending that
goal are:
UNCERTAINTY REGARDING
STORAGE: 90% of respondents
stored paper records onsite,
however less than half of files
(46% on average) are accessed
on a regular basis. This comes
despite 94% of respondents
claiming to have considered
moving files offsite. It’s evident

most organizations are aware of
the inefficiencies of onsite storage,
yet not knowing how or what to
get rid of is impending action.
CHANGE IS HARD: Survey
respondents cited numerous
challenges that could fit
under the umbrella of change
management, such as cutting
through the bureaucratic red
tape to get the organization
onboard, concerns by employees
about potential negative
impacts to their jobs, and
earning executive buy-in and
support. The importance of
educating employees on how
paper reduction, digitization and
offsite storage can maximize the
value of business data, free up
office space and streamline both
worker and business efficiency
cannot be understated.
CONFUSION OVER THE HYBRID
PAPER-DIGITAL INFORMATION
LANDSCAPE: There is considerable confusion and concern
about how to handle the hybrid
paper-digital information landscape. This is further complicated
by the fact that information often
moves freely between paper and
digital formats, sometimes with
the same information simultaneously existing in both forms,
while being amended or updated
in one format but not the other.
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KEEPING PROCESSES AND
EMPLOYEES UP TO DATE: As
mentioned in the introduction,
employee preference towards
paper is a considerable obstacle
to paper reduction. The everyday
reality of the modern office features printers and photocopiers
humming away in every corner,
shelves overflowing with sheets
of paper and employees habituated to hard copy.

THE BUSINESS GOALS
DRIVING THE COMMITMENT
TO PAPER LIGHT
The majority of survey respondents claimed they are driven
to go paper light because of a
desire to improve productivity
and the employee experience.
These drivers are explained in
greater detail below, as well as
how paper reduction, digitization
and offsite storage enables their
achievement.
DRIVER ONE: INCREASED
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT AND
PRODUCTIVITY
The digitization of key paper
documents allows for faster
access to vital information and
the ability to automate once
paper-heavy workflows (e.g., HR
onboarding), ensuring employees
can focus high-value tasks rather
than spending time searching for
documents or performing rote
administrative tasks.

DRIVER TWO: CONTROL EXPENSES WHILE DELIVERING
HIGH-PERFORMANCE WORKSPACES
Digitization and the subsequent
removal of onsite paper storage
to an offsite facility reduces the
costs of onsite records management and storage and allows for
the repurposing of real estate for
higher-value and more efficient
alternatives.
DRIVER THREE: ENABLE A COLLABORATIVE WORK ENVIRONMENT THAT FOSTERS INNOVATION
Digitization allows for the storage of all vital information into
a centrally managed repository,
thereby allowing employees to
access and collaborate faster and
more effectively than previously
possible with paper. This also
means that employees can work
remotely, a benefit increasingly
demanded from employers.
DRIVER FOUR: ATTRACT AND
RETAINING TOP TALENT
Digital-first companies with
high-performance, modern workspaces more effectively attract
and
retain top talent, particularly younger, more digitally
native workers.

success (as opposed to performing busy work or rote administrative tasks that are an unavoidable
reality of paper-based business)
are happier and more likely to
remain with the organization.
DRIVER SIX: REDUCE INFORMATION RISK AND IMPROVED
INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
While hackers make headlines,
the majority of organizational
information loss is due to breakdowns in processes and procedures, such as employees losing
files or documents that contain
sensitive information. With the
average large organization
misplacing a single file every 12
seconds, it’s not hard to see how
things can go south—quick.
DRIVER SEVEN: ENABLE THE
ABILITY TO HARNESS THE
VALUE OF INFORMATION
Information locked away in paper
documents cannot be amalgamated and analyzed to drive
insights and data-driven strategies. Converting paper to digital
allows for greater visibility over
the totality of an organization’s
information and helps inform big
data, AI and machine learning
initiatives.

DRIVER FIVE: FOSTER EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Employees that feel they are productive and their work contributes to the organization’s overall
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THE JOURNEY TO A PAPER-LIGHT
FUTURE
1. KNOW YOUR GOAL
Knowing where you are going means being clear
about your business objectives. This matters
because it allows you to better define your
digitization strategy and ensures that you can
extract the greatest possible value from your
information.

2. KNOW NOW WHAT YOU
STORE AND WHERE
There are many kinds of information, and each type
has different storage and access requirements. To
decide what to store and where, you need to determine the confidentiality level and legal retention
period for each document type. You also need to
decide who must have access to the document, and
how often, and you must then take measured steps
to protect your most sensitive and valuable business
information. This kind of information can include
such vital assets as research documents, intellectual
property and customer information. Lastly, you must
make sure everything is consistently indexed so you
can find it quickly and easily.

3. UNDERSTAND YOUR BUSINESS
PROCESSES AND WHAT IMPROVEMENTS
DIGITIZATION CAN BRING
Digitization helps to improve business efficiency.
For example, contracts represent some of
an organization’s most critical and valuable
documents. They also pose special challenges
for managing access and version control,
confidentiality and contract integrity. Since
contracts are often created and updated by many
individuals throughout an organization, these
documents must be managed in a manner that
allows for access from multiple locations. It is
imperative that authorized parties are able to view
the latest, most complete version of a contract as
well as eliminate to update necessary fields that
facilitate timely access and requisite reporting.
Other factors to consider include security, the ease
with which information can be retrieved, format
flexibility, compliance/evidentiary value and cost
of conversion and storage. With this in mind, it is
important that an organization have methods in
place that can measure the impact of digitization on
its business processes.
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4. BRING YOUR
PEOPLE WITH YOU
If your employees don’t understand or accept the changes,
they may establish a workaround
that could leave information less
secure. It is critical to engage
staff in the paper-light process.
Try setting up a working group
that includes key stakeholders
as well as end users. In addition,
make efforts to ensure that the
paper-light processes that are
implemented provide immediate benefit and are difficult to
bypass. Be sure to create initiatives that help promote success
and demonstrate business value
across departments. Successful
pilots can be used to gain support
for broad implementation and
companywide adoption.

5. CONSIDER COMPLIANCE AND LEGAL
REQUIREMENTS
It is worth taking the time to
survey and understand your regulatory landscape. Be sure that
the latest legal and regulatory
requirements are built into your
paper-light program from the
outset. Digital records are often
held in cloud software or on a
server at a data center, and it is
important to know exactly where
these facilities are geographically, as data protection laws
can vary across regions. Also, be
aware that certain types of information must be retained within
the country of origin.
In addition, digital documents,
including scanned paper files, can
now be presented as evidence in
legal proceedings. However, to

ensure admissibility, digital information must be managed securely
throughout its lifetime. So if you’re
thinking about replacing paper
records with digitized documents,
you need to ensure that the
whole document lifecycle – from
capture through to transformation, storage and disposal – follows
procedures that assure legal admissibility. This is yet another area
in which a good records management partner can help you.

6. CONSIDER COST
The full cost of managing
information may not always be
obvious, yet it can be considerable. Experts can help identify
inefficiencies, such as paying
for storage that isn’t needed or
pinpointing expensive management systems. Costs can escalate
rapidly if you try to do everything
yourself or if you try to do it
all at once. It is not necessary,
for example, to scan all of your
company’s documents. Instead,
it’s more important to scan what
you value most and then archive
the rest. It’s also worth remembering that for some processes
(particularly those involving less
active information) paper may
indeed be the more suitable and
most cost-effective storage option. In these cases, keep in mind
that images can be always made
available on demand.

7. THE IMPORTANCE
OF PREPARATION
To ensure you don’t lose any of
your newly digitized information,
it’s important to plan and prepare
before you even get started. Such
preparation includes determining
your meta-data plan: implementing
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tags, labels and indexes that will
help you to quickly locate the
digital document you need. Also,
be sure to determine where the
information will be stored (i.e. in
your own repository or a hosted
archive).

8. IN-HOUSE OR
OUTSOURCE
The decision to manage and
store digital files on or offsite will
vary according to the company.
The need for business continuity
is an important consideration
in this case. If you’re planning
to close offices or reduce staff,
there is a risk that paper could
be left behind. This could constitute a major security and data
protection breach. Consider the
in-house expertise you might
have available compared to the
capability offered by an external
provider. Freeing space for more
revenue-generating activities can
be a key motivation to outsource.

9. DON’T FORGET INBOUND
What about all the new paper
that flows into your organization
every day? Leading organizations
consider management plans
that rely on information garnered from both inbound paper
documents and archived paper
records. Managing inbound information will help you streamline
your downstream business processes and limit backlogs. Many
organizations struggle to manage
this inbound workflow efficiently
because their information exists
in different formats and is managed by different teams. Yet consider this: if a company wishes
to improve its customer service
process, an imaging solution can

enable frontline customer service
agents to immediately identify
customer interactions that take
precedence in order to better
prioritize work. Having access to
the right customer information
means faster response times and
reduced issue resolution time,
which can in turn cut back on
costs. Regardless of the industry,
when it comes to customer problem resolution, speed always has
a direct impact on revenue.
You must determine exactly
when and how your teams need
access to information. The right
information management strategy for your business should take
into account your existing business process and give you better
control over your information.

10. CONSIDER POTENTIAL
OF BIG DATA
The volume, variety and velocity
of information are increasing.
Few organizations will remain
unaffected by this rapid growth.
Your document management
processes need to be able to
accommodate these everexpanding volumes. Make
your information challenge
manageable by segmenting
and prioritizing according to
the value, risk and compliance
requirements of the information
you possess. Getting a strategy
in place is the most important
step – so opt for progress over
perfection. Whatever you decide,
make sure your information
management plan includes
a reliable, long-term storage
solution, and that your company
can easily extract insight from
archived data.
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PAPER LIGHT CASE STUDIES
DISCOVER HOW THESE ORGANIZATIONS ARE LEVERAGING IRON MOUNTAIN
TO REDUCE THEIR PAPER BURDEN AND STREAMLINE BUSINESS OPERATIONS

CASE STUDY COST REDUCTION
JACOBS ENGINEERING

CHALLENGE
Jacobs Engineering identified
its records management policy
and practice as an area for
potential cost savings. Lack of
standardized archiving processes
at the firm resulted in difficulties
accessing important documents,
a variety of disorganized storage
locations and unknown archiving
costs.

SOLUTION
By consolidating its records
with an Iron Mountain Records
Management program,
the professional technical
services firm achieved process
consistency and improved
document security and access

VALUES
This reduced the administrative
burden of managing information
and streamlined processes,
which have since exceeded
expectations in terms of cutting
costs.

A need to reduce risk and
manage security. Many
organizations are unaware
that an office is probably
not the best place to store
necessary documents. Instead,
comprehensive information
management allows for improved
compliance and can reduce
risk of data loss or exposure. In
addition, a records management
program that incorporates
digitization and offsite storage of
paper documents can give your
company added piece of mind
and protect against unforeseen
disaster. For example, offsite
storage can reduce opportunities
for unauthorized access or theft,
while digitization allows endto-end document tracking and
authentication.
A need to harness the value
of information. The ability to
access and analyze all types
and formats of information
allows an organization to turn
data into intelligence. This is
important news, considering
companies are only just learning
that the consolidation and
indexing of records can help
identify money-saving trends
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in customer behavior. Such analysis can also
improve customer relations and supply chain
management, and can likewise make the
business more agile and responsive and allow
employees to make more informed decisions.
Our studies show that the perceived business
benefits of harnessing information value include
a greater understanding of customer segments
in marketing (52% of firms surveyed), improved
services
and systems in IT (49%), enhanced problem
resolution in customer service (53%) and an
ability to respond more quickly and effectively to
legal challenges (61%).
Gartner analyst Doug Laney has shown that
organizations that are ‘information-centric’ and
that make the most of their information can
double their market value.

“THE MOST IMPORTANT THING WAS
HAVING A SERVICE
PLAN THAT WORKED
FOR US. IRON MOUNTAIN PROVED VERY
FLEXIBLE IN ADJUSTING ITS PROCESSES
TO TAKE ACCOUNT
OF OUR UNIQUE
NEEDS. THE NET
RESULT IS A COST
REDUCTION OF
[ABOUT $125,000]
OVER THE FIRST TWO
YEARS, WITH RECURRING SAVINGS
GOING FORWARD.”
Tom Shaw Business
Process Manager,
Jacobs Engineering
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CASE STUDY HARNESSING
THE VALUE OF
INFORMATION
SUNGARD

CHALLENGE

VALUE

SunGard Availability Services
provides operations support to
IT departments that need to keep
mission-critical information up
and running. The company was
looking for a more consistent
automated processing and tracking solution to help eliminate the
inefficiencies associated with
manual, paper-based Accounts
Payable invoice processing. At
the time, 90% of SunGard Availability Services’ invoices were
paper-based.

SunGard now has clear visibility
into invoice status and real-time
reporting capabilities that allow
for customized reports that
provide the required level of
detail to capture early payment
discounts and realize the savings
negotiated by procurement. In
addition, SunGard staff can now
work to review and approve invoices and update budgets at any
time, avoiding a crunch at the
end of the month. What’s more,
90% of SunGard’s invoices are
now entirely paperless.

SOLUTION
Iron Mountain introduced a new
AP invoice processing solution
which eliminated paper and
routed e-invoices via automated
workflow to authorized approvers for matching and exception
handling. All of this is now managed from a single dashboard
with self-service for users, offering information on-demand, an
online audit trail and workflow
status and transaction history.

“THE IRON MOUNTAIN SOLUTION GAVE
US WORKFLOW, APPROVAL AUTHORITY
AND SELF-SERVICE
CAPABILITIES. NOT
ONLY ARE WE SAVING
TIME BUT THERE IS
GREATER VISIBILITY
AND ACCOUNTABILITY COMPANY-WIDE.”
Don Meyers director of
accounting and finance
sunguard availability
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SOURCES
Workplace Transformation Survey. Research study undertaken in
January 2019 by MarketPulse Research on behalf of Iron Mountain.
Marketpulse interviewed a total of 200 senior business executives
in the U.S. responsible for decisions around the use of real estate
and/or enhancing employee productivity.
Getting Started with Digital
Transformation, Iron Mountain, 2018
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and cultural and historical artifacts. Providing solutions that include secure storage, information management, digital transformation, secure
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